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Nano layer are both AC/DC, (can't solder Nano coating) when you connect copper wire 

to  nano by scraping off layer, you get AC voltage because Nano produced DC, but when 

crossing over to Matter level you get AC,  Japanese company to begin manufacture 

flashlight (3 CM of nano coated wire), contract says 1% back to Foundation, not used for 

Military, charge fair profit, 5 ethos of Keshe Foundation,  First step in development,  

Egg soaked 3 days in vinegar becomes hard like plasma, Ebola,  Mr. Keshe ran out of 

energy for some moments then came back, was in hospital under 7 medications, Kidney 

Stones passing through body, carry on working don't stop,  

Ebola virus causes internal bleeding, vein cracks can use vitamin K, energize the Lymph 

and not enlarge lymph in bone marrow, 30 drops of material in liter just wash hands in 

water use continuously,  creates plasmatic gans condition where gans is heavier, few 

drops in Fukoshima reduced gamma rays, another theory use Cup of Life to increase 

Energy in body to overcome virus,  if positive can use on Malaria,  Belgian authorities 

blocking the books holding them at DHL, accessing his books saying they're rubbish,  In 

Germany and Austria, 3rd Reich attacking, Health Workshops start 2 hours limit, Bone 

Structure is where the cells of emotional part of brain produced, why your short, weak 

immune or strong immune, has to do with Bone structure and how produced, Applies to 

any creation in Universe, Interaction of plasma in body,  

(2:16) Prevent Dental CAVITIES chew on a piece of cheese before going to sleep, any 

cheese, don't need to brush, or toothbrush without toothpaste, toothpaste causing 

imbalances in body, Zinc in toothpaste very bad,  

CO2 gans can't see in spectrum, don't look for CO2 but only it's energy, Direction of 

rotation can change in relation to other plasmas fields,  Venus changed direction because 

of it's relation to other planets and Sun,  We have twin star going to merge with our end 

of earth, Reactor he built back in 2001 huge amounts of energy,  

ACUPUNCTURE (2:48), you stick into gans of your body,  

Electrodes in brain to develop part that wasn't developed in womb, Toe amputation it 

grew back, how reptiles grow their tales again,  There is a main brain and skin on all 

organs, that skin creates MagGrav field, heart skin replicate MagGrav field to repair/re-

grow heart, Heart liver Kidney etc, like Sun, Saturn Jupiter , MagGrav fields,  Your 

expectation limits the MagGrav fields, thoughts are magnetic fields,   

 


